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0. INTRODUCTION 
Under the Poisson bracket operation the smooth functions on a connected 
symplectic manifold (X, o) form a Lie algebra, Cm(X, w), which is an 
extension of the Lie algebra of globally Hamiltonian vector fields, 
jfglob(X, o), by F? 
O-F? c - cyx, w) - j.pb(X, W) - 0. 
The problem of constructing representations of the Lie algebra Cco(X, o) 
was first raised by Dirac [S, Sect. 41 when he established, in Heisenberg’s 
quantum mechanics, that if a quantum variable is assigned to each classical 
variable, then the commutator of two quantum variables corresponds to the 
Poisson bracket of the corresponding classical variables. In quantum 
mechanics the variables are usually represented as operators on L2 (“con- 
figuration space”). However, as was shown by van Hove (9, Sect. 231 
in the case X = IR’“, this space does not carry a representation of the whole 
Lie algebra Cm(X, w) whereas L2(X, w) does. The idea of manufacturing a 
self-adjoint operator on L2(X, w) from the vector field of a Hamiltonian flow 
is due to Koopman [ 10). The analogy of these operators to (but distinctness 
from) those arising in quantum mechanics was pointed out by von Neumann 
[ 131. By generalizing Koopman’s construction van Hove (Section 12) 
showed how to obtain a faithful representation of Cco(IR2”, dpi A dq’) on 
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L’(IR *“) for each real number a. In [ 181, Segal showed how to assign a self- 
adjoint operator on L’(T*(M)) (M any manifold) to any Hamiltonian vector 
field on T*(M). When applied to r& for 4 in the subalgebra spanned by 
configuration space and momentum variables one obtains a representation. 
To obtain a faithful representation of ‘the whole algebra P(T*(M)) it is 
necessary to add a multiple of Q to Segal’s operator. 
In [ 191, Souriau showed that whenever one has a principal U(1) bundle 
Y with connection form 6 over (X, w) such that curv ti is the pullback of 
w, there is a faithful representation of Cm(X, w) by infinitesimal 
automorphisms (i.e., U( 1) invariant vector fields) of the bundle. These act on 
the U(1) equivariant functions on Y and extend to skew-Hermitian 
operators on the completion. 
On the other hand Kostant [ 1 l] showed how to represent P(X, o) by 
skew-Hermitian lirst order differential operators on the space of sections of 
any Hermitian line bundle L which carries a connection with curvature w. In 
view of the equivalence of U(1) invariant vector fields (resp. equivariant 
functions) on U(1) principal bundles and first order differential operators 
(resp. sections) on Hermitian line bundles (see Section 1 of this paper) the 
two methods are equivalent. The approach of Kostant will be used in this 
Paper. 
When G is a Lie group and (X, o) is a Hamiltonian G-space, represen- 
tations of P(X, w) provide a means of constructing representations of G. 
When (X, o) is viewed as the phase space of a classical mechanical system 
they arise in the process of quantizing the system. In both applications there 
is a natural a priori condition on the representations. Let L be a line bundle 
over X and let Diff’(T(L)) denote the Lie algebra of first order differential 
operators on r(L). A representation, a, of Cm(X) w) on Diff’(T(L)) will be 
called a prequuntiza~ion representation if the following commutes: 
O--+ Cm(X) - Diff’(T(L))-% j((X) - 0 
T alR T a T incl (O-1) o- IT? - CW(X, w) -5 j(g’ob(X, co) - 0.
The top line is the symbol exact sequence for first order differential 
operators on T(L),.,where the symbol of D E Diff’(T(L)) is viewed as a 
vector field a, on X via a,df)s = Ddfs) -p(s) for s E r(L) and 
fE cm(x)* 
The purpose of this paper is to describe all the prequantization represen- 
tations of C”(X, w) for arbitrary X. This leads to two problems in the Lie 
algebra cohomology of Cm& 0): fix any connection V on L: if 
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4 E Crn(X, w) (0.1) re q uires a(d) = V,# + 27cim@) for some m(4) E Ce(X, w). 
The condition that a be a representation implies that for all 4, w  E P(X, w) 
where 0 = curv V and the conventions of [ 11, p. 1631 are used. Noting that 0 
defines a 2 cochain rc(@: P X C” + C”O by K(L~)(@, v/) = 13(&, <,) this 
equation can be rewritten as 
Thus a line bundle can carry a prequantization representation if and only 
if it admits a connection whose curvature 2-form defines a 2-coboundary on 
C”. The 1-cochains whose coboundary are this 2-cochain parametrize the 
prequantizations which a given line bundle carries. Writing m(4) = 4 + o(d), 
with a a first order differential operator, Streater [20, Sect. 31 showed that a 
must be a derivation of P(X, u’pi A dq’) when XC R **, L = X X Cc and V 
has connection form -(l/4?r)(pidqi - qidpi). Similarly Hermann [8, p. 1951 
showed m must be a derivation when X = R’“, L =X X C and 
” l/f; =t{hf4 60 K(e) = 0). 
n ec ion a complete description of all the solutions to (0.2) is given: 
THEOREM A. A 2-farm BE Q*(X) defines a 2-coboundary K(o) E 
C2(CoD; Cm) if and only if there is a k E R such that [O],,, = k[o],,, 
THEOREM B. A 1-cochain m E C’(C”; P) sarisfies 6m + K(o) = 0 for 
some 0 E a’(X) if and only if(i) when X is noncompact there is a k E R and 
Y,E j( (X) such that m = Y + kid, (ii) when X is compact there are k, 
k’ E R and YE )( (X) such that m = Y + kZd + k’J, where J(4) = 
(l/vol(X)) J, 4 w”/n!. 
Observe that Theorem B generalizes the problem of finding the derivations 
of P(X, w) solved by Avez and Lichnerowicz [2,3]. The proofs of 
Theorems A and B are based on those papers. 
Let E: H*(X, Z) + H*(X, C) denote the map induced on cohomology by 
the inclusion of coefficients. In Section 5 the following classification of the 
prequantization representations of P(X, w) is proved: 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose L -+ (X, w) is a line bundle carrying a prequan- 
tization representation, 8, of P(X, w). Then 
(a) There is a scalar k such that &cl(L) = k[WldeR. 
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(b) There is a unique connection V on L with curv V = ko and 
a scalar k’ E bc such that for each 0 E P(X, w) a($) = V,, + 
Zlri(k# t k’J(#)), where .I(#) = l/vol(X) 5, Q w”/n! ; k’ = 0 if X is 
noncompact and k E R if w  is nonexact. 
Conversely given L, V, k, k’, and a as above, 8 is a prequantization 
representation of C” (X, w). 
The representations consisting of skew-Hermitian operators are identified 
by 
PROPOSITION 5.5. The operators a(#), 4 E P(X, o), are formaIly skew- 
Hermitian with respect to the inner product induced on I’,(L) by a Hermitian 
structure H if and only if k and k’ are real and H is V-invariant. 
The most significant consequence of Theorem 5.1 is that a link between 
QL) and IwIdeR is not only a sufficient condition for L to carry a prequan- 
tization representation of P(X, w) [ 11, 191 but also a necessary one. For 
example if w  is exact one can only use a flat line bundle; if w  is nonexact 
and X noncompact one can only construct a faithful representation if [wldpR 
satisfies an integrality condition and one must use a nontrivial line bundle. 
On the other hand when X is compact there are always faithful represen- 
tations (choose k = 0; &cl(L) = 0 and k’ # 0). The existence of these 
representations on L’(X, w) was recognized independently by Avez 
[2, Sect. 31 who also proved their irreducibility. 
When X is a simply connected open subset of R*” Streater [20, Sect. 31 
found all self-adjoint prequantization representations satisfying a( 1) = 1 and 
showed they are all unitarily equivalent. Beginning with such a classification 
Blattner [4] has shown how, on a general (X, w), the integrality condition on 
k&-R and the necessity of using a line bundle arise when one pieces 
together such local representations to make a self-adjoint representation of 
P(X, w). He recovers Kostant’s parametrization of the equivalence classes 
of all these representations [ 11, p. 17 1 ] as well as parametrizing those arising 
on a fixed line bundle. 
1. THE DEFINITION OF PREQUANTIZATION REPRESENTATIONS 
The role played by prequantization representations in the construction of 
group representations from Hamiltonian group actions is greatly clarified by 
identifying first order differential operators on a line bundle L over X and 
their symbols with vector fields on the associated principal bundle Lx and 
on X, respectively. 
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Let m: C?(X) -+ Di@(T(L)) denote the map identifying zeroth order 
differential operators on r(L) (multiplication operators) with their defining 
functions. A linear map D: r(L) + r(L) is a first order differential operator 
if for any fE C?(X), [D, mf] = m, for some g E C?(X), where [ , ] denotes 
the commutator of the two operators. This gives rise to a map 
0, : C?(X) --+ C?(X): specifically for any s E r(L) 
u,(f) s = Ddfs) -.tW) (1.1) 
Diff’(T(L)) becomes a Lie algebra under the commutation operation and 
both Diff’(T(L)) and H(X) become Lie C;(X) rings [ 151 under the usual 
left multiplication action. Recalling that the Lie C?(X) ring cohomology of 
j( (X) with coefficients in C?(X) is just the complex de Rham cohomology 
of X one has 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (a) og is a derivation of the associative algebra 
C?(X) hence defines a complex vector field. 
(b) (Symbol exact sequence at level 1) 
0 --+ C?(X) G Diff’(T(L)) -% j&(X) - 0 
is an exact sequence of Lie C?(X) rings. The cohomology class of the 
extension is the Chern class &c,(L) of L. 
Proof. (a) u, is clearly C-linear. For any s E r(L) one has, using (1.1) 
twice, ud.tk)s = No) -fgD(s) =fab) + ~Afks -f@(s) =fgW) + 
fo,k) s + sa,V) s -fgW). 
(b) Distinct functions give rise to distinct multiplication operators 
which are indeed first order differential operators as [m,, m,] = m, for any 
gEC”O. This shows moreover that a,,= 0 so Cz s Ker u. To show 
exactness, suppose a, = 0, then for any f E C”O and s E r(L) one has 
Ddfs) =JD(s). Let P = {U,: i E I} be an open cover of X such that L (vi is 
trivial. For any nowhere zero si E r(L 1” ) one has D(si) = misi for some 
m, E C*(U,). On Vi n U one has sj = tfs, for some tj E CW(Ui n Uj) so 
/ mrs, = D(sJ = D(@,) = tjmls, = misj. Setting m lui = mi. gives a well-defined 
function. Given any section s one has sJU, = f isi for some f i E Cw(Ui) so 
D(s) = Ddf’s,) = mf ‘si = ms. So D is a multiplication operator. 
u, is a homomorphism of Lie C”O rings: it is clearly linear and 
~~,.&.f)s = P,~&ldfs) - f P~,DA(s) = Dd.fWs) + o,,df)s) - 
fW’A~) + ~,tf)s) - f P’!, 41(s) = q&,,UNs - u&,&f))s = 
a,, , uD,]df) s. FIX any connectton V on L, then any < E j(cc(X) arises as a 
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symbol because for any fG C” and s E r(L) one has V&Jr) - 
o,(s) = r(J) s which shows that V, is a first order differential operator 
whose symbol is 4. 
The C”O valued Lie Cw ring p-cochains are precisely the C-valued p-forms 
[ 151, cocycles (resp. coboundaries) corresponding to closed (resp. exact) 
froms. A connection V defines a section of the symbol sequence and the 
associated CY-valued 2 cocycle on H(X) (i.e., 2-form) is precisely the 
curvative (?(I$, &) = [V[,, Vr,] - V,[,r[21 = 2ai curv V(r,, &) [ 11, Proposi- 
tion 3.4.4, p. 1631 Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A first order differential operator D, on a line bundle 
L + X is real if its symbol vector field is real: u, E &(X). 
The relationship between the symbol vector field and the usual symbol is 
as follows: uD is usually defined [ 171 as a mapping of vector bundles over X: 
uD: T,*(X)@ L + L via u, (~0 e)= [Dcfs)-jD(s)],, where s ET(L), 
fe CF, @], = q tf E T,*(X), s(x) = e. Alternatively pulling L back to 
n*L + T&Y) one obtains a line bundle map a, : n*L -+ n*L via a,(e) = 
U&I 0 e), where e E n*L Icr,,,) = L IX. As n*L isTdimensiona1, a is defined 
by a smooth function t?D on T&Y) which is moreover linear on the fibres of 
T,YX)(as uD is a vector bundle map); that is, cD is a momentum function. It 
is well known that these form a Lie algebra (under the Poisson bracket 
derived from the usual symplectic structure on Z’*(X)) which is isomorphic 
to the Lie algebra of vector fields on the base X. Specifically uD gives rise to 
a Hamiltonian vector field &,D on TgX) which is projectable to a vector field 
on the base, namely, the symbol vector field. 
Let e(L) denote the set of all real Cx invariant vector fields on the prin- 
cipal bundle Lx on the line bundle L -+‘X. C?(X) parametrizes the 
invariant vertical vector fields [ 11, Proposition 2.7.1, p. 1481 and one has an 
exact sequence of Lie Cg rings 
0 - CF(X+e(L) -5 j&&Y) - 0. 
Let - be the map identifying sections of L with Cx equivariant maps 
Lx -+ @. It is clear that vector fields in e(L) define operators on these C ’ 
equivariant maps hence on sections. These associated operators are first 
order differential operators. If V is a connection on L the associated splitting 
of elements of e(L) into vertical and horizontal components gives a (vector 
space) isomorphism q: C?(X) x j&&Y) --t e(L) [ 11, Proposition 2.9.1, 
p. 15 11. If s E r(L) and r&, <) E e(L), then one has [ 11, Proposition 3.4.2, 
p. 1611 that the section corresponding to q(x, 4) s’ is (V, + 2ni~) s, in 
particular the operator has symbol < so is real (note that only the form the 
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operator takes, not the operator itself, depends on the choice of connection). 
One has an inclusion t: e(L) --f Diff #(L)). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. z defines an equivalence of Lie Cg(X) rings 
0 - C?(X) I * x F?(X) - 0. 
\ / (I 
Diff fR (r(L)) 
Proof: Fix a connection V on L. Referring again to the induced decom- 
position of e(L) one sees that r is linear and p* = u 0 r because 
p*(v(~, {)) = r, whereas (T o r(qk, 0) = o(V, + 2zix) = o(V,) = < as in the 
proof of Proposition 1.2. Given any D E DiffL(T(L)) and any connection V 
on L one has again o(V,,,, ) = o(D) so by the symbol exact sequence 1.2(b) 
D - vom = 2aim(D) for some m(D) E C?(X). Hence D = Vou,) + 
27cim(D) = tv(m(D), o(D)) and r is surjective. 
Given rqk, r) and rqk’, <‘), one has using [ 11, Proposition 3.4.3, p. 1631, 
r[rlCr, 0, ~01’~ 491 = w(W) - t’(x) - W9 t’), iti ~21) = V,,,,,l + 2~Wx’) - 
<‘Cd - SC<, ‘I), w h ereas [r&, <), rr&‘, <‘)I = [V, + 27rix, V,, + 27zix’] = 
[V,, V,,] + 2ni({&‘) -c’(x)). Recalling the definition of curv V ones sees 
that r is a homomorphism. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If V is a fixed connection on the line bundle L +p X, 
then any real dlflerential operator is uniquely expressible in the form 
V o(oj + 2zim(D) for some a(D) E j&(X) and .m(D) E C?(X). Q.E.D. 
The preceding proposition allows one to make the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1.6. Suppose V is a connection on the line bundle L with 
connection form a(on L “) and D = r(q), where D E Diffk(I’(L)) q E e(L), 
then D preserves the connection V if and only if L,a = 0 (where L denotes 
Lie derivative). 
LEMMA 1.1. D preserves V if and only if D = V, + 2nix, where 
i(r) curv V = dx. 
Proof: Suppose, as above that V induces a decomposition 
r: C?(X) x j&(X) + e(L), then [ 11, Lemma 3.3, p. 1571 L 
p*(i(c) curv V - dx) 
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When a Lie group G acts on a manifold X, the easiest way to associate a 
representation of G is to use the regular representation on functions: 
(g -f)(x) =f(g-’ . x) for any g E G, x E X. More generally one can 
construct a representation on the sections of a G line bundle L +X (i.e., G 
acts smoothly on L and maps fibres linearly into fibres hence induces an 
action on the base manifold X). The action on L is required to cover the 
given action on X, that is g maps L, into L,., . Denoting this map by 
T(x, g), a representation on r(L) is obtained by setting (g . s)(x) = 
T( g-’ . x, g) s(g-’ . x) for s E r(L). 
Each YE Z, the Lie algebra of G, gives a l-parameter subgroup 
g, = exp tY c G which induces a l-parameter group of libre preserving 
diffeomorphisms of L (hence a l-parameter group of diffeomorphisms of X) 
which when differentiated give a vector field q(Y) on L ’ (resp. a vector field 
p on x). It also gives a l-parameter group of operators on T(L) which when 
differentiated give an operator a(Y) on r(L). The three are related as 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 1.8. q(Y) is a real C” invariant vector field on Lx 
projecting to B on X. a(Y) is a realfirst order dl@rential operator on r(L) 
and tq( I’) = a(Y). Hence uatyJ =p* q(Y) = F. 
ProoJ Given (x, 1) E L (where x E X, 1 E L,) u(Y)I,,,,, is tangent to the 
curve yl(t) = (g-, . x, T(x, g-J I). Choosing a local trivialization near x one 
has L 1” N U x Cc. For small t y,(t) corresponds to a curve in U x C and the 
action of T(x, g,) becomes multiplication by a C valued function 
c(x, t): u x (-&, E) -+ @ x. The action of p E C ’ is given by multiplication of 
the second component: (x, z) + (x, pz) as is ~1~ : T,(X) X C N Ttx,,)(L) + 
T,(X) x C N TcX,,n(L). Any point in the fibre L, is of the form (x,r(lZ) for 
some ~1 E Cx and v(Y) cx,rc,j = j,,,(O) = (d/dtg-, - x, d/dt 4x3 -0/4l,=, = 
(f, ,u. - a/at c(x, 0) I) 2: ,B* r( Y)(,,,, . So v(Y) is C x invariant and 
P* V(Y) = f* 
If s E r(L) the associated @ x invariant function on L x, S; is defined by 
s’(x, I) I= s(x). Over U any section corresponds to a Cc valued function 
s’: U+ C and the associated C x invariant function on U X @ is 
Z(x, z) = $(x)/z (in particular s’(x) = $(x, 1)). As shown above v(Y) 2: 
P - (Z a/at C(X, 0)) a/az SO q(y) k P(s’(x)/z) + (a/at C(X, 0)) s~x)/z. 
Setting z = 1 gives the function corresponding to the section (associated to) 
q(Y) f, namely, F@‘(x)) + (a/at c(x, 0)) s’(x). 
On the other hand (g,.s)(x)=T(g-,.x,g,)s(g-,sx)-c(g-,.x,t) 
s’(g-, . x). Noting that g, = Id E G and c(x, 0) = T(x, Id) = 1 one 
has that a(Y) s(x) = d/dt(g, . s)(x)JtEO 2: d/dt(c(g-, . x, t)s’(g-, . x))IrCO = 
d/dt s’(g-,.x)1,=,, + a/at c(g-,.x, t)l,=, s’(x). Moreover, T(x, gel) 
T(g-,.x,g,)=zd SO c(x,-t)c(gml.x,t)=l and a/atc(g-t.x,t)l,,o= 
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8/8t(l/c(x, +))I,=, = (-l/c(x, o)*) a/at c(x, -t)),=, = a/at c(x, t)l,=, so 
a(Y) s(x) N y(sl) + (a/at c(x, 0)) s’. Hence t](Y) s’ is the C” invariant 
function corresponding to a(Y) s. That is, r(q( Y)) = a(Y)-in particular 
08(Y) = P* v(Y) = F 
Applying Corollary 1.5 gives 
COROLLARY 1.9. If V is any connection on L, then a(Y) = V, + 2nim(Y) 
for some m(Y) E C?(X). Q.E.D. 
The problem remains how to manufacture a G line bundle from a G action 
on X. Denoting the set of tibre preserving diffeomorphisms of L which are 
linear on fibres by E(L), and noting that those which map each fibre into 
itself can be identified with CFx(X), the problem becomes how to lift to E(L) 
the map G--t Diff(X) associated to the G action 
0 - C?‘(X) - E(L) -+ Diff(X). 
ri \ \ \ \ I 
G 
When the G action is transitive (X- G/H) the method of induced represen- 
tations gives a method of lifting and the imprimitivity theorem classifies all 
lifts in terms of representations of H. However, the general lifting problem 
involves the cohomology of G with values in C~&Y). 
The infinitesimal formulation of the problem is to try to lift the action - of 
F on X 
0 - C?(X) - e(L) -% j&(X) - 0. 
2 l- n 
.Y 
The prequantization representations of P(X, w) provide a way of doing 
this when (X, w) is a Hamiltonian G space, that is, the G action preserves w  
(g*w = cc for all g E G) and the infinitesimal action lifts to P(X, w). 
Suppose one has a representation 8 of the Lie algebra P(X, o) by real 
first order differential operators on L such that the following commutes: 
0 - C?(X) -+Diff#(L)) 5 j&(X) - 0 
I ali? I 
a I incl (1.10) 
o- R - cyx, w) -L pyx, w) - 0. 
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Since Diff#(L)) is equivalent with e(L) (Proposition 1.4) one 
automatically obtains a lift of the S action 
O-C,“(x)--+ e(L) 2 %fQ -0 
T 8lR T T.8 T incl 
o- R - cyx, w) - j(flyx, co) - 0, 
a, T- 
hence a representation q = r . 8 . u: .Y + e(L). Since p* q(Y) = P by 
commutativity of (1. lo), and I’ is globally integrable as it arises from a G 
action, it follows [ 11, Theorem 2.10.1, p. 1521 that the vector fields are 
globally integrable. By Palais’ theorem [ 141 one obtains an action of the 
simply connected cover of G on L which covers the original action on X. 
Thus in order to obtain G line bundles automatically from Hamiltonian G- 
spaces one is led to search for Lie algebra representations 
a: Cm(X, w) + Diff#(L)) such that 1.10 commutes. The commutativity is 
necessary if the resulting representation of .!? is to have arisen from an action 
of G on L which covered the original action on X. 
DEFINITION 1.11. A Lie algebra representation a: Coo(X, w) + 
Diffk(T(L)) is a prequantization representation if (1.10) commutes. 
It is well known [ 11, 19) that a sufficient condition for such a represen- 
tation to exist is that [WldeR be integral and a suficient condition for L to 
carry one is x1(L) = [wldeR -one chooses V on L with curv V = w  and sets 
a(d) = Vr, + 2x+. In this paper necessary and sufficient conditions on (X, w) 
and L are given for r(L) to carry a prequantization representation and a 
complete classification of all such 8 is obtained. 
’ The problem is first reduced to a question in the cohomology of the Lie 
algebra C“‘(X, w). Suppose L is any line bundle over (X, W) and 
a: Cm(X, o) + Diff#(L)) is a prequantization representation so ugtrj = &. 
Fix any connection V on L, then one has from Corollary 1.5 that 
a@) = V,. + 27rim(#) for some smooth function nt(#) E C?(X). 
LEMMA 1.12. 9 I+ a(g) = V,, + Snim(+) is a prequantization represen- 
tation if and only v m: P(X, o) + Cz(X, w) is R linear and for any 
$4 UI E cv, w) 
L - m(w) - t, - m(#) - m(@, WI) + cuw V(t,, t,> = 0. 
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ProoJ The [R linearity of m is clear. The condition for 8 to be a 
representation is [a@), a(w)] = [Vr, + 2nim(#), V,. + 2nim(ty)] = [V!#, Vl,] + 
2WdW - Cm(#)> = VIlm,bcl + 2nim( { 4, w)) = a( (4, w}). Recalling that 
curv V(&, &j,) = 27ri([V,#, Vr,] - Vltm,lol) gives the result. Q.E.D. 
To interpret this condition one notes that Cm@, w) is a C”(X, w) module 
under the ad-representation so one can consider the cohomology of the 
complex C*(C”; Cm) = ,Y5Jzo C’(C”; Cm), where C’(C”; Cm) = 
{m: Cz + Cm, m alternating multilinear} dm(#, ,..., 4,) = 
CL=0 di ’ ;O 0 vase, ii Y**T 4,) + Ci<j m({#i 9 $j}9 $0 5***9 ii T-*-Y Jj v-*3 4,) 
and Q . m = &rn = (4, m}. Moreover any r-form q E W(X) defines an r- 
cochain K(V) E C’(C”; P) (called l-differentiable pure in [12]) via 
K(71)(61 P.--Y 4,) = rl(‘&, v-..T &,). 6 and K can be extended linearly to act on Cz- 
valued r cochains and C-valued r-forms, respectively. m is then a CF valued 
1-cochain and rc(curv V) a C-valued 2-form. The condition that a be a 
representation then becomes 
W$, w) + K(curv V>(q4 w) = 0 for any 4, w  E P(X, w). (1.12) 
Clearly the real and imaginary parts of m and curv V separately satisfy an 
equation of the form 6m + ~(0) = 0 in the cohomology of P(X, o). One is 
led to pose the following problems: 
PROBLEM A. Find all 2-forms 8 E L!‘(X) such that K(B) is a 2- 
coboundary in C’(P, P). 
PROBLEM B. Given such a 2-form, 19, find all m E C’(P, Coo) such that 
6m = K(8). 
A curvature 2-form is necessarily integral but these problems are well 
posed independent of any integrality considerations. A leads to a necessary 
and suffkient condition on the Chern class of L for it to carry a prequan- 
tization representation and B leads to a classification of all the prequan- 
tization representations on such a line bundle. 
2. DE RHAM COHOMOLOGY AND THE COHOMOLOGY OF Cm(X,u) 
The cochains of the form K(q), q E n*(X), defined in the preceding 
section, form a subcomplex of C*(C”; Cm), They are characterized by the 
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property that they act as derivations on each arguement (Proposition 2.4). 
Theorems A and B can be reinterpreted as assertions about the associated 
long exact sequence of cohomology groups. 
Using the fact that the cochains in C*(F); Coo) are COD-valued, a wedge 
product analogous to that defined on G*(X) can be defined on C*(CW; Coo) 
by 
where m, E CP, m, E C9, m, A m, E Cp+q. It is clear that most of the 
properties of A and d on a*(X) hold for A and 6 on C*(C”; Cm). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The map K: L?*(X) --t C*(C”O; Cm) preserves the 
wedge product and is an injection of cochain complexes. 
Proof. If qEap(X) and rc(q)=O, then q(&,,...,&)=O for any 
$, ,..., dp E F’. But {to Ip : Q E Coo} = T,(X) for any p E X so rl= 0 and K is 
injective. 
If Vl E apt3 and t/z E Q’O, then f+ll) A ~oIZ)(~I~...~ #p+,) = Cp,qshuf”es 
W 4 tll(tg,~,~~.-9 &,) tlZ(t~.~+,~~..-9 tern,+,,) = v1 A f/2%, 9-a9 #,+, r I= 
4% * ‘12)W ,,..., (,+,). So K preserves A. K is a mapping of cochain 
complexes because for any do,..., 4, E C* one has 
K(dtlM o v..., #p) = dtt(tr,w &J 
= 5 (-l)i ro,ll(roO ,...9 t* ,‘“‘, (6,) 
i=O 
It is also clear that K@*) forms a subcomplex of C*(C”, Coo) whose 
cohomology is H&(X, I?). 
The cochains in the subcomplex K@*) can be characterized intrinsically: 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 0 be a p-cochain, then 
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(i) 0 has the derivation property if and only if @(ii, $*,..., 4,) = 
34 w  1 ,***9 q$J, 
(ii) 0 is local if whenever #,I” = 0, and U is open, then 
W , ,*-*, (,)Iu = 0. 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is standard (by using polarization, setting 
q5 = x = 1, and using 4. (1-“bump” function), respectively). 
LEMMA 2.3. If 0 has the derivation property, then: 
(i) @(4x, #2 ,..., 4,) = @%x9 ti2 ,..., 4,) + xW, 42 ,..., 9,). 
(ii) Ifk~ R then O(k,#, ,..., #,)=O. 
(iii) 0 is local. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 0 E P(C*; P), then 0 = ~(0) for some 
8 E Qp(X) if and only $0 has the derivation property. 
Prod 
r 
If @ = W9, then @(&, #2,..., $,I= fW,:, &,,..., t,,> = 8(2#,5,,, 
o2 ,..., To,) = 29,0(#, ,..., 4,) as 0 is C” linear. 
Conversely, if 0 is a p-cochain with the derivation property a p-form 19 
can be defined by 01,(X, ,..., X,,) = O(ql, ,..,, 4,) 11[, where &lx = Xi. To prove 
well-definedness, it suffices by the skew-symmetry and linearity of 0 to show 
that if &,,lx = 0, then O(d, ,..., (Jlx = 0. It is clear from Lemma 2.3(i) that, if 
d2 ,..., 4, are fixed, the map 4 w  O(#, #z ,..., #,) defines a vector field. 
Choosing a symplectic chart near x one has 
but <, Ix = 0 implies @/apil, = @//aq’ Ix = 0. B is obviously skew-symmetric 
and multilinear. Smoothness can be checked in a neighborhood of any point 
x by choosing a symplectic chart (V, x1 9***, x2”) = (&P,,...,Pn, q’,..., 4”); 
then choosing functions p,,...,pn, qr,..., 4” E P(X) which coincide with 
these on a neighborhood U’ with 0 G U. Then 8,.., I”, = @(a/ax’, 
~?/~x/,...)l~~ = *~O(I&,,, Cd+” ,... )I”, = *e(&i,. ,... , tfj*nlU’ = O(f’, 9 ,... )I”, 
which is clearly smooth. Finally one notes K(e)@, ,..., 4,) = 0(<, ,,..., rm,) = 
W 19***9 4J Q.E.D. 
Vector fields, being linear maps from C” to P, define 1 cochains. The 
above says that ~c(Gi) is precisely these I-cochains. In fact one has 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (i)lc: Q’(X) + s(X) agrees with -&‘. 
(ii) If YE j((X) then 6Y = -~c(L,,w). 
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(iii) Y is a cocycle if and only if YE #“‘(X, w); Y is Q coboundury g 
and only if YE j(s’ob(X, 0). 
Proof: (1) If q E O’, then for any qi E Cw one has (3(rc(q))(&) = 
44tth &I = --N,, I) = -6 5 -’ W)(~(tl)) = --rc(tlM = -&I 
(2) As K is an injection of cochain complexes one has SY = 
Kdu-‘Y = -xdG(Y) = --~Lrw. 
(3) As K is injective one has 6Y = 0 if and only if L,w = 0, that is, 
YE j(‘O’(X, 0). Also Y = Sf for f E C”’ if and only if 6(Y) = 
(3(6f) = -K-‘(Jf) = -dtc-‘cf) = -df, that is, YE )(fs’ob(X, w). Q.E.D. 
If contravariant tensor fields are defined directly (or interpreted) as 
operators on functions, then K is just the extension of 4 -’ to a map from 
forms to skew-symmetric contravariant tensors. 
There are two further 1-cochains of interest. If X is a compact manifold 
one can define J(4) = l/vol(X) Ix 6 w”/n!. One has 
LEMMA 2.6. (i) J is a I-cocycle: C”(X, co) + R. 
(ii) IffE Coo(X, w) and fJ is a 1 cocycle, then f = constunt. 
Proof: For any #, x, and f E C”O one has S(Ja(#,x) = CdfJ(x)) - 
&dfJ(#)) - fJ( { qi, x)). But by Stokes’ theorem J( (0, x}) = 0 as X is compact 
and (4,x} o/‘/n! = dx A d# A w”-‘/(n - l)! = dkd4 A co”-‘/(n - l)!) [ 11. 
(i) Setting f = 1 one obtains &/(+4,x) = 0 as J(#) and J(x) are 
constant. 
(ii) If SdfJ) = 0 one has, by setting x = 1, that &df) = 0 for all 
) E Cm so f = constant. Q.E.D. 
The identity map Id: C”O --t CQ) defines a 1 cochain. One has 
LEMMA 2.7. SZd = --K(O). 
Proof. K@)(#, x) = o(t*, <,) = 4,(x) = -14, xl, whereas 
rsZd(x)-r,Zd(O-Zd((9,x})= ~4,~~~ 
6 Z4$;); 
. . . 
Passing now to the study of cohomology, a standard arguement applied to 
Proposition 2.1 leads to 
COROLLARY 2.8. K induces a homomorphism of cohomology algebras 
[K]: HzeR(x, R)-+ H*(CcO; cm). 
While K is injective, Lemma 2.7 shows [K] need not be. In fact, 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. (i) [K]: Z&,(X, R)+ H’(C”O; Cw) is injective for 
i=O or 1. 
(ii) Ker[K] contains the principal ideal generated by [altieR. 
Proof: (i) This follows form the observations that: (a) Go(X) = 
C” = CO(C”; Cca) and (b) if q En’(X) and [~][qi] = 0, then K(V) = Sx for 
some x E Coo, that is, q(&,) = <,x = dx(&) for all 4 E C”. Thus V= dx is 
exact so [qldeR = 0. 
(ii) The principal ideal generated by [w] consists of sums of elements 
of the form [o] A [p]. But [K]([w] A [p]) = [x(w) A K(U)] = --[61d A ~(a)]= 
-[6(Id A @))I = 0 as 6 is a derivation of C*(C”; Coo) and 
brc@) = K(dp) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.7 and Proposition 2.1 imply that C~dirr(Cm; Cm) = @2*) + 
Id A ~(a*) is also a subcomplex of C*(C”; Coo). Such cochains are called 
l-differentiable in [ 121 and Lichnerowicz has calculated the cohomology, 
Htdirf, of this subcomplex. 
It will now be shown that Theorems A and B are equivalent to two 
assertions at the level of cohomology. 
LEMMA 2.9. BE LY(X) defines a p-coboundary K(B) if and only 17 0 is 
closed and any other 8’ E [e],,, also defines a p-coboundary. 
ProoJ If 8 E RP defines a p-coboundary K(B) = 6m, then 13 is certainly 
closed as rc(d8) = do = 6 *m = 0 and K is injective. Moreover, K(o) = 6m if 
and only if ~(6 + dp) = 6(m + K(U)). Q.E.D. 
Thus the property of K(o) being a coboundary is a property of the de 
Rham class of 8 so Theorem A is equivalent to finding Ker[K]: 
HieR(X, IR) + H*(C”; Cm). From Lemma 2.7 one sees immediately that this 
kernel is nontrivial when o is not exact as it contains IR [oldeR. Theorem A 
is equivalent to 
THEOREM A’. The kernelof [K]: H~eR(X,IR)~H2(C00;Cm)i~ R[w],,,. 
As K is a mapping of cochain complexes, a well-defined coboundary 
operator 6 can be defined on c*(c”O; cm)p2*(x) = 
Cp>,, C’(C”; C=‘)/flp(X) by setting &q(m)) = 4CM where 
q(m) = m + K(.@') if m E Cp(C”; Coo). Denoting the corresponding 
cohomology groups by &, one obtains a short exact sequence of cochain 
complexes 
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and [22, p. 1741 a long exact sequence 
H&(X, IF?) - H’(C=‘; P) - Hze, 
HA&, R) - H’(C=‘; Coo) - H;,, 
0 - H&(X, I?) - H’(C=‘; Cm) - 0. 
Or equivalently an exact triangle 
fGRK v - H*(C”; Cm) 
\J 
H,*,, 
LEMMA 2.10. (i) m is Q solution of 6m + ~(0) = 0 ifand only ifq(m) is a 
relative p-cocycle. 
(ii> Hi,, is the space of relative l-cocycles. 
Proo$ (i) 6m E K(W) if and only if q(6m) = 0, that is, &q(m)) is a 
relative p-cocycle. 
(ii) This is just the observation that there are no relative 0-cochains, 
hence no relative 1-coboundaries. Q.E.D. 
One then has that Theorem B is equivalent to 
THEOREM B’. (a) If X is noncompact Hi,, E R with basis [q(ld)]. 
(b) Zf X is compact Hi,, = R @ R with basis [q(Zd)] and [q(J)]. 
Proof: (b) Suppose X is compact; then Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 show that 
q(M) and q(J) lie in Z:,, = Hi,,. Moreover, as neither has the derivation 
property Proposition 2.4 shows they are nonzero. Theorem B and Lemma 
2.10 show that q(ld) and q(J) span H:,, . So if kg(M) + k’q(J) = 0 for some 
k, k”E R then Md + k’J+ K(V) =0 for some q E &J’(X). But one has 
0 = &kId + k’J + K(V)) = -ktc(w).+ rc(dq). However, as K is an injection 
this implies o is exact which is false so k = 0. Then q(J) # 0 implies k’ = 0. 
Thus one has a basis of Hf,,. 
601/50/Z-4 
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(a) If X is noncompact Theorem B again shows q(Zd) spans Hi,, and as 
already noted q(Zd) # 0. 
To show that Theorem B’ implies Theorem B, suppose 6m + ~(0) = 0, 
then q(m) E Z:,, = Hi,, so by Theorem B’ q(m) = kq(Zd) + k’q(J) for some 
k, k’ E I? (and k’ = 0 if X is compact). Thus m = kZd + k’J + K(V) for some 
v E a’(X) and m = kZd + k’J + Y for some YE H(X) by Proposition 2.5. 
Q.E.D. 
3. REDUCTION TO FINDING LOCAL SOLUTIONS OF 6m + K(B) 
In this section the problem of finding all solutions m of the equation 
6m + K(B) = 0, for some 8 E Q’(X), is reduced to that of finding local 
solutions. Proposition 3.1 is a useful formulation of an argument used several 
times by Lichnerowicz et al. [3, 71. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose 6m = 0, where m E C’(C*; C*), and 
0 E C*(C”; Coo); then 0 is local $and only if 
(i) when X is noncompact, m is local. 
(ii) when X is compact m = m + k/J, where k’ E R, d E C’(C”; Cm) 
is local and both are uniquely determined. 
Proof. Suppose m is local and let U c X be open, then for any 4, 
WE Cm ~m(h ~)lu=~slam(w>l,-~,I,m(~>I,-m({~~~~)I,. If Au=@ 
then 6&=0 and {q4w}Iu=0, so both m(#)lt,= 0 and m({$, w})lU=O. 
Hence 6m is local. Thus in case (i) 0 is local and in case (ii)- 
0 = 6m = &ii + k’6J= &ii so 0 is local. 
The proof of the converse in case (i) proceeds exactly as in [7, p. 591 with 
T = m, C, = O-the only property of the 2 cochain C, used there was its 
locality. 
For case (ii) Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 are needed. Let N,(X, w) = 
{q5 E Cp(X, w)l J(d) = l/vol(X) I, 4 w”/n! = 0). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let m’: N,(X, w) -+ Cw(X, w), then 6m’ is local if and only 
lx m’ is local. 
Proof If m’ is local, Sm’ is local as shown above. The proof of the 
converse is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 3 [3, p. 321 with 
m’ = D, . If u E N, and support u E U, where U is a contractible open set, 
writing u = xi {no), wci)} as in [3, 16.41, one has Gm’(vci,, w(‘))=&,(~, 
m’(w”‘) - L, m’(v(,,) - m’(( vtij, wci) }). Hence m’(u) = xi m’({u,i,, wci) }) = 
xi {vu,, m’(w”‘)} - Ci {w”), m’(u,,,)) - xi 6m’(vu,, w”)) is supported in U 
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as each of the terms in the sum is. The remainder of the proof proceeds as in 
[3, p.321. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let m’: N,(X, w)-+ C*(X, o) be local, then there is a 
unique extension fzi: C*(X, o)+ Cw(X, o) which is local. If moreover 
m’ = m IN, (where m needn’t have been local), then 6fi = Sm ifand only ifsrn 
is local. 
ProoJ: LetxEXand#ECm; choose a contractible open neighborhood 
U of x and 4, E N, such that (i 1” = #]” and set iii(#)], = m’(#,)lx. fi is well 
defined because for any other choices $I and U’ one has 4, - (I IU TyI, = 0 so 
m’(#,)lx = rn’(4;)lx by locality of m’. M(4) is clearly smooth as locally it 
agrees with a smooth function, ml@,). If #Ir, = 0 one can choose $i = $ so 
lii(d)IU = m’(4)]” = 0 by locality of m’, hence fi is local. It is clear that rii is 
linear and rRlN, = m’. Suppose rR and A both extend m’, then 
Iri(d)lU = ti(dl)lU = m’(#,)]v = fi((g,), = fi(#)]” using locality of rTi and rI and 
the fact that they extend m’. 
Finally, if m’ = ml,,,, and 6m is local, then for any ) and w  one has, on 
any u as above, My4 w>lu = Mh, vAlu = Jfi(#, , w,h = JN4 wh, 
using locality of am, Grii and the fact that they agree on N,. Conversely, if 
&ii = am, 6m is clearly local. Q.E.D. 
If $ E ?(X, cc), then 4 = #i +J(#), where $, = 4 -J(4) E N,(X, 0). 
Setting m’ = m INI one has m(4) = m(#,) + J(4) m(l) = m’(Q1) + 44) m( 1). 
As 6m is local by assumption, Lemma 3.2 implies m’ is local. Applying 
Lemma 3.3 one obtains ti: C” --t CY’ with rTt local @Ii # m in general), 
rii IN1 = m IN, and 61ii = 6m. Hence m(Q) = fi(#,) + m( 1) J(4) = Iri(@ -J(4)) + 
m( 1) J(4) = M(4) + (Iri( 1) - m( 1)) J(4). Taking coboundaries gives 
6m =&i + B[(fi(l) - m(l))J], that is, J[(rii(l) - m(l))J] = 0. So by 
Lemma 2.6 one has fi( 1) - m(1) = k E IR. To prove uniqueness of fi and k, 
suppose m = M + k”J with M local, k” E I?. Then as MI,, = ml,, = Hi],, 
Lemma 3.3 implies M = rii. Then k” = m( 1) - M( 1) = m( 1) - rii( 1) = k. 
Q.E.D. 
The preceding allows one to complete the discussion of 1-cochains with m- 
differentiable coboundary in [ 71. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let TE C’(C”O; Cw) be such that 6T is an m- 
dz@rentiable (m ) 1) 2 cochain. Then 
(i) if (X, w) is noncompact T is m-dfirentiable, 
(ii) if (X, w) is compact T = r+ k’J, where F is m-dz*rentiable, 
k E R and both are uniqueb determined. 
Proof: If 6T is m-differentiable, then’ it is local so by Proposition 3.1 
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T = T + k’J, where T is local and sT= 6T is m-differentiable. Hence by 
Theorem [ 7, p. 581 r is m-differentiable. Q.E.D. 
4. LOCAL SOLUTIONS OF 6m+x(0)=0 
The local solutions of the equation 6m + K(O) = 0 are as follows: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let m E C’(C*; Cm). The following are equivalent: 
(i) m is local and 6m + K(B)= Ofir some 6E n'(X), 
(ii) m = kZd + Y for some k E R, YE jf (X). 
Proof: First, if m = kZd + Y, then clearly m is local and moreover 
6m = k6Zd + SY = K(-kcu - L,w) = -K(kcu + d(i(Y) 0)). 
Conversely, it is clear that ~(6)) is l-differentiable. Applying 
[7, Theorem, p. 581 (Corollary 3.4 above) one sees m is l-differentiable, that 
is, there are YE x(X) and fe C” such that m = Y +J So -K(O)@, y) = 
Wh w) = W4 w) + &.f WV, w) = -WY w)M w) + Ww) - t;,t.#) - 
f(d, w} using Proposition 2S(ii). Setting I = 1 and recalling the derivation 
property of ~(0) one has 0 = r,(f) for all 4 E C”, that isf= constant. 
Q.E.D. 
A direct proof of (i) implies (ii) can be given along the lines of 
[3, Sect. 17, p. 331. One need only show (m - kid) is a derivation of the 
associative algebra C” for some k. This becomes m($t,v) - #m(w) - 
ym(#)+k#yl=O for all #,wEC”O or equivalently by polarization 
1M(#)=m(#~)-2#m(#)+ k$‘=O for some kE I?. First, one shows 
M(4) = const. If v E C”O, then {v, M(4)} = {v, m(#‘)) - WV, m(b)/ - 
2m(#){v, #} + 2k#{v, 4). But writing out the condition 6m(d2, v) = 
24 6m(#, v) (derivation property) gives 
{~,m(fP)} - 2d{v,m(~)}=2~m({~,v})-2m(O{d,v}). (4.2) 
Hence {v,WqO} = Wm({4, ~1) - m(~M ~1) - W>{v9 #I+ WV9 1). Ifx is 
a point where d#I, # 0 there is a symplectic chart (pr ,..., pn, q1 ,..., q”) in a 
neighborhood W of x with $ IW = q’. Letting v be a coordinate function not 
equal to p,, one has (4, v} = 0 so (v,M(d)} = 0. If v =p,, then {$, v} = 1 
t-d {v, Mt$)l = Wtmtl) - k) so M(4) is constant provided one can choose 
k = m( 1). This is possible as m(1) is a constant as follows from (4.2) with 
d = 1. On the other hand if x is an interior point of { y E X ] d# ly = 0}, then 
one has d#l,, = 0, that is )I” = constant for some neighborhood U of x. Thus 
dM(#) = 0 provided dm(#)l” = dm(#‘)lv = 0. But (dm(#), &,)I, = &m(()Iu = 
tQ@) + mW 0) + 6m(u9 $)>Iu and each term vanishes (the last one by 
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the derivation property of Sm); dm(#‘)] U = 0 similarly. One then has that the 
set of points where dM(9) # 0 is nowhere dense, hence empty by continuity. 
Thus M(O) = constant. 
Locality of m then implies M(4) = O-choose two disjoint neighborhoods 
U and U’ and a function 11, 1 on lJ and 0 on U’; by locality of m one has 
constant = N#) = ~Wd = ~WMlv) = W(~#)ld = 0 
COROLLARY 4.3 (Theorem B). m E C’(?; Coo) satiSfies 6m + ~(0) = 0 
for some 8 E a*(X) if and only If (i) when X is noncompact there is k E R 
and YE #f(x) such that m = Y + kid, (ii) when X is compact there are k, 
k’ERandYEj((X)suchthatm=Y+kZd+k’J 
Proof. If 6m + ~(0) = 0, then by 2.4 and 2.3(iii) ~(0) is local. When X is 
noncompact one has by Proposition 3.1 (i) that m is local so by Proposition 
4.1 m = kZd + Y for some k E I?, YE j( (X). When x is compact one has by 
Proposition 3.l(ii) that m = fi + k’J, where k’ E IF?, fi is local and 
&i = 6m = x(8), so by Proposition 4.1 rf = kZd + Y for some k E IA, 
YE j( (X). Hence m = Y + kZd + k’J. 
Conversely if m = Y + kZd + k’J (where k’ = 0 if X is noncompact) one 
has 6m = 6Y + kSZd + k’6J = -K(L,uI + kw) by Proposition 2.5 and 
Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.4 (Theorem A). 0 E a’(X) defines a 2-coboundary K(B) E 
C*(C”O; Coo) if and only if there is a k E R such that [e], = k[w],,. 
Proof: If K(0) = am, then m is as in Corollary 4.3 and as shown in its 
proof 6m = K(L,AI + kw) = rc(ku + d(i(Y) w)). By injectivity of K, 
O= kw + d(i(Y) o) and [0],, = k[culdeR. 
Conversely if 8 = kw + dq, then K(e) = k+) + K(dq) = 6(-kZd + K(V)) 
and 8 defines a 2-coboundary. Q.E.D. 
To conclude it will be shown that the characterization of the derivations of 
F’(X, o) given by Avez and Lichnerowicz [ 1,2] follows readily from 
Theorem B. 
COROLLARY 4.5 [2]. m E C’(C*; Coo) is a derivation if and only if 
when: 
(i) X is noncompuct, w  nonexuct m = YE j(‘O’(X, w). 
(ii) X is noncompact, w  exact m = Y + k,Zd, where YE 
j(conf(X, co) = { YE j( Q 1 L,o + k,w = 0 for some k, E R }. 
(iii) X is compact m = Y + k’J, where YE j(“‘(X, 0). 
Proof. If m is a derivation, then 6m = 0 = K(O) so Theorem B implies 
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m = kZd + Y + k’J for some k, k’, Y. But 6m = 0 implies tc(kw + L,w) = 0, 
that is, kw + d(i(Y) W) = 0. Thus if o is nonexact ((i) and (iii)) k = 0 so 
L,w = 0, that is, YE )(“‘(X, 0). If w  is exact YE j(‘Onf(X, w). 
Conversely if m = Y + k, Id + k/J, where L,w + k,w = 0, k, = 0 when w  
is nonexact, and k’ = 0 if X is noncompact, then 6m = -tc(LBw + k,w) = 0 
and m is a derivation. Q.E.D. 
5. THE CLASSIFICATION OF PREQUANTIZATION REPRESENTATIONS 
Theorems A and B will now be applied to prove Theorem 5.1 which 
describes all prequantization representations on any symplectic manifold 
(X9 0). 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose L -+p (X, w) is a line bundle carrying a prequan- 
tization representation 8 of Cw(X, w). Then 
(a) there is a scalar k such that &cl(L) = k[wldeR 
(b) there is a unique connection V on L, preserved by all the operators 
a($), with curv V = kw and a scalar k’ E rC such that for each ( E Coo(X, w) 
a(#> = V,. + 2ni(k# + k’J(#)). (5.2) 
Zf X is noncompact k’ = 0; tf w is nonexact k E I?. 
Conversely, given any k such that k[w],, is integral there exist L, V as 
above; and for any choice of L, V, and k’ E Cc (with k’ = 0 I~X is compact), 
a as above defines a prequantization representation. 
Proof: (a) Recall it was shown in Lemma 1.12 that if V’ is an arbitrarily 
fixed connection (with curv V = 0) on L, that 4 w  a(#) = Vj, + 27rim(#) is a 
representation if and only if 6m + K(@) = 0. Applying Theorems A and B to 
the real and imaginary parts of m and 8 one finds that any solution m is of 
the form m = Y + kZd + k’J, where k, k’ E C and so B = kw + d(i( Y) w) (see 
the proof of Corollary 4.3). Hence EC,(L) = [e],,, = k[wldeR. Moreover one 
has 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf w is a real nonexact 2-form and k E C is such that 
k[Wld, is integral (in H&(X, Cc)), then k E R. 
Proof Suppose k[w],,, = [e],,,, where [e],, is integral. Recall 
H&(X, Cc) is isomorphic to Hi(X, C), the second Tech cohomology space. 
Swpose [%, (rev. bldeR) corresponds to [ 01, (resp. [a],). As 19 is 
integral there is a Z-valued representative 0’ for [O], and as w  is real there 
is an [R-valued representative R’ for [8],. Since [@I,= k[G?], there is a C- 
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valued I-cochain c such that 8’ = ks3’ + 6~. Writing k = a + ib and splitting 
the equation in to real and imaginary parts one has 8’ = aL?’ + Re(Gc), 
0 = bl2’ + Im(&) = bs2’ + 6(Im c). The latter equation implies [a] v = 0 
unless b = 0 and Im c is a I-cocycle. This implies [@I, = a[a],. Q.E.D. 
(b) From above it follows that, in terms of V’, a(g) = Vj, t 2ni(Y(#) t 
k# + k’J(#)). Define a new connection V by V, = VL - Zni(i(Y) w, Z). One 
has curv V = 8 - d(i( Y) w) = kw and 
Vi $2aiY(#). 
V, = Vi6 - Zniw(Y, I&) = 
Hence a(#) = V,, t Zni(k# t k’J(#j). Since i(&) kw = 
d(& + k’J(()) it follows from Lemma 1.7 that a(d) preserves V. In terms of 
any other connection v, a(#) = vb +xi((rf, C&J + k# t k’J(#)) for some 
tl E a&(X). As d(g, r,) # 0 in general, V is not preserved by all the a(#) so 
V is unique. 
Conversely if [ w)~,~ is nonzero and k[w],,,R is integral (k is necessarily 
real by Lemma 5.3) then by a lemma of Weil [ 11, Proposition 2.11, p. 1331 
there is a line bundle L with connection V such that curv V = kw (so 
EC,(L) = k[o]). If [W]~,~ = 0, then k[wldeR = 0 is still integral for any k E Cc 
and one can choose any flat line bundle (i.e., EC,(L) = 0 = k[w]& and any 
connection V with curv V = kw. Choosing any k, L, V, and k’ E C (with 
k’ = 0 if X is compact) and setting a(#) = V,* t 2ni(k# t k/J(#)) one has 
6m t rc(curv V) = S(kld + J) t x(kw) = 0 so 8 is a prequantization represen- 
tation by Lemma 1.12. Q.E.D. 
It is clear that prequantization representations of C”(X, co) always 
exist-set k = k’ = 0 and choose any flat line bundle (e.g., the trivial bundle) 
and any connection on L with curv V = 0 (e.g., V,(s) = 2ni(q, r) s for 
rl E Z’Q), then W) = V,, is a representation. However such represen- 
tations are never faithful as a(lR) = 0. Supose a nonzero d lies in the kernel 
of a representation a, then 0 = uac*, = r* so $4 = c = constant. Hence 
a(c) = kc t k’c = 0. (5.4) 
One has to consider three separate cases: 
Case a. X compact: On any flat line bundle one has representations of 
the form a(#) = V, t 27cik’J(#), where curv V = 0 and k’ E C is nonzero. As 
k = 0 and k’ # 0 these are faithful by (5.4). If, moreover, there is a nonzero 
k E IR with k[w] integral one has representations of the form a(#) = V,. + 
Zni(k# t k’J(#)). By (5.4) these are faithful unless k’ = -k. When k’ = 0 
and k = 1 these are the Kostant-Souriau representations. 
Case b. X noncompact, w  exact: k’ vanishes; any nonzero k E C and 
any connection with curv V = kw defines a representation a($) = V,, + 2nik# 
on any flat line bundle. Equation (5.4) implies this representation is 
faithful-o faithful local representations always exist in this case. Moreover 
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as EC,(L) = k[o],,, = 0 one can only use flat line bundles to construct 
representations. 
Case c. X noncompact, w  nonexact; k’ vanishes, so by (5.4) and 
Theorem 5.1 one can construct faithful representations if and only if there is 
a nonzero k such that k[w],, is integral. For k = 1 they are the Kostant- 
Souriau representations. 
If L carries a Hermitian structure H the set of compactly supported 
sections r,(L) becomes a pre-Hilbert space by defining (s,, s2) = (, (s,(x), 
s*(x)) o”/n!. An operator D will be said to be formally skew-Hermitian with 
respect to ( , ) if and only if (Ds,, s2) + (s,, Ds,) = 0 for all s,, s2 E r,(L). 
Suppose a : C”(X, cu) + Diff #(L)) is a prequantization representation with 
associated connection V (so a(() = V,* + 2xi(kd + k’J(#))). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. The operators a(#) are formally skew-Hermitian with 
respect to the inner product induced by a Hermitian structure H if and only if 
H is V invariant and k and k’ are real (and k’ = 0 ifX is compact). 
Proof: If a(#) is formally skew-Hermitian, then for any f E Coo(X) and 
sly s2 E W) one has WN.&), s2> + (fs, T W s2> = h KVL,GfsI>, s2) + 
2nik#f(s,, s2> + 2aik’J(Q) f (s,, s2) + f (sl, Vr,(s2)) - 2nik#f (sly s2) - 
Z&‘J(#) f (si ,s,)] on/n! =O. Recall (2.6) that &(w)w”/n! = (4, w) w”/n! = 
d(y/d# A o”-‘/(n - l)!) for any 4, I,Y E Cco(X, w). If one of 4 or w  is 
compactly supported one has by Stokes’ theorem I, c&w) o”/n! = 0. Since 
(si, s2)(x) is a compactly supported function the term 1 &,(s, , s2) o”/n! can 
be added to the preceding equation. Hence (f [(V, s,, sJ + (s,, V, s2) - 
&(s, , s,) + 2ni((k - E) $ + (k’ - k’) J(#))(s, , s,)] uY/,“! = 0. As this ii true 
for any f E C“‘(X, w) the expression in the square brackets vanishes. But in 
each of the following cases the term 2xi(...) vanishes showing that H is V 
invariant: (a) If X is compact k is real (as w  is nonexact) setting d = 1 
implies k’ is real. (b) If X is noncompact and w  is exact k’ = 0; setting 4 = 1 
implies k is real. (c) If X is noncompact and w  is nonexact k’ = 0 and k is 
real. 
Conversely if H is V invariant and k and k’ are real setting f = 1 implies f 
is formally skew-Hermitian for all $ E CW(X, 0). Q.E.D. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a connection to admit an 
invariant Hermitian structure is that the imaginary part of its connection 
form a be exact [ 11, Proposition 1.9.1, p. 1101. Theorem 5.1 shows that the 
only condition a connection needs to satisfy to give rise to a prequantization 
representation via Eq. (5.2) is curv V = ko. If H’(X, IR) # 0 there are closed 
nonexact real l-forms, say v, which can be used to make new connection 
forms a’ = a +p*(iq) with nonzero imaginary part hence representations for 
which the operators are not skew-Hermitian by Proposition 5.5 (even if k 
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and k’ are chosen real). Qn the other hand by Theorem 5.1(a), any line 
bundle which carries a prequantization representation satisfies ecI(L) = k[w ] 
with k real if [wldcR # 0. In particular &c,(L) is always real so by Weil’s 
Lemma, L always carries a connection with invariant Hermitian structure. 
Applying Proposition 5.5 one obtains 
COROLLARY 5.6. v a line bundle carries a prequantization represen- 
tation it also carries prequantization representations which are formally 
skew-Hermitian with respect to an inner product induced by a Hermitian 
structure. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5.7. Two prequantization representations a, and 8, on T(L,) 
and r(&), respectively, will be said to be geometrically equivalent if there is 
an equivalence of line bundles T : L, 3 L, such that if, t denotes the induced 
map on sections, the following commutes for all # E ?(X, 0): 
PROPOSITION 5.8. (a) Two prequantization representations 8, and a,, 
where a,(#) = Vi, + 2ni(k,4 + k;J(#)), j = 1,2, are geometrically equivalent 
tf and only if k, = k,, ki = ki, and T defines an equivalence of line bundles 
with connection (L,, V’)-+ (L2, V’). 
(b) If moreover a, and a2 are skew-Hermitian with respect to the inner 
products induced by H, and H,, respectively, there is an equivalence 
T’ : (L,, V’)-r (L2, V’) such that z’ is unitary. 
Proof. (a) ra,(#) s = a,(+) rs if and only if 
rV j,(s) + Znik, r#s + 2nik; zJ(#) s 
= V $rs) + 2nik, #zs + 2niki rJ(Q) s. (5.9) 
If X is compact, as L, and L, are equivalent, k,[w], = ec,(L,) = ec,(L2) = 
k,bl,,. Since [oldeR is nonzero one has k, = k,. Setting 4 = 1 in (5.9) 
gives ki = k;. In both cases the equation reduces to the criterion for 
equivalence of connections [ 11, Lemma 1.10.1, p. 1141. 
Conversely it follows from (5.9) that if k, = k2, k; = ki, and T defines an 
‘equivalence of connections, then a, and a2 are equivalent. 
(b) Without loss of generality it may be assumed L, = L, and the 
equivalence is defined by w  E C&(X). Denote the connection form of the 
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connection associated to a, by a,. Since, by Proposition 5.5, the Hermitian 
structures Hi are invariant one has [ 11, Proposition 1.4.1, p. 1091 aj - tij = 
d (Hj1*/2ai IH/I’. As the connections are equivalent one has [ 11, 
Lemma 1.10.1, p. 1151 a, = a, + (d@/2nig) so a, - 6, = a2 - E, + 
(d+/2@) - (d$/2ni$) = a,-6a,+(dI@12/2xil@12). Hence dlH,1*/(H,[*= 
(d ] H, I’/] H, 1’) + (d ] @I’/] $1’). These functions are R + valued, their 
logarithms are well defined, so one obtains d(log ] H&H, 1’) = 0; that is, 
H, = cyH2 for some c E C x. Defining w’ = cw one sees that w’ is still an 
equivalence of (L, V’) with (L, V’). The induced map on sections is unitary 
as H2(~‘~,, w’s21 = I @I* H,@,, s2) = H,(s,, s2). Q.E.D. 
Examples. Let L -+’ X be a fixed line bundle carrying a prequantization 
representation. 
(A) If X is noncompact, (5.1) shows that the prequantization represen- 
tations on L are parameterized by connections with curv V = kw, where 
~cl(L) = kblm. (i) If w  is nonexact k is uniquely fixed by L. As their 
curvatures are the same, any two connections defining prequantization 
representations differ by an element of Zk(X) and by (5.8) and [ 11, Lemma 
1.10.1, p. 1151 those defining equivalent representations differ by a 
logarithmically exact l-form, where a,&(X) =df {dy/2niy : ty E C&(X)). It 
follows that the equivalence classes of representations are parameterized by 
Z~(X)/L!,‘,,(X). Recall [16] that G,&(X) is a Z-submodule of ZL(X) 
containing B&(X). One has 
LEMMA 5.10. If X is a paracompact manifold R,‘,,,(X)/B’(X) z H’(X, if). 
The proof follows Weil’s proof of de Rham’s theorem [23]. 
Proof. Let p = dy/2+ E a&(X) and % = ( Uj ]j E J) be a simple open 
cover of X. As each Uj is contractible one obtains a @-valued 0-cochain v by 
writing wlv. = eZni”j for some vj E Cco(Uj). The I-cochain vjk = 6vj, = 
‘k I ujn U, - Vj Iuin CI, is Z-valued because eZni”j = e2ni”k = w  on Uj n U,. The 
class of q is independent of the choice of Vj’S: if one also has @It,, = e’““‘;, 
then vj = vj + cj for some cj E b. Thus cj is a Z-valued 0-cochain and 
ff’ = 6v’ = 7 + 6c. Any other element p’ of [pldeR is of the form 
,a’ = (dy/2niy) + df = (d(e ‘“ify)/2ni(e2”vty)). p’ gives rise to the 0-cochain 
rj’ = vi +f which has the same coboundary ~jk. Hence, one obtains a well- 
defined map F: R&(X)/B’(X) + H’(X, Z). 
7F is a homomorphism. If JI = dy/2@ and %‘@) = rl= &, and 
~1’ = dy’/2nity’ and ?Y(,u’) = v’ = 6v’, then ,U + p’ = dyy’/2niy@. But 
ww’luj= e 2ni(uj+u?, so W(u + p’) = d(v + v’) = r + q’. 
W is injectiue. If p= dy/2niy/ and F+) = [q] = [0], then q = 6v = 6c 
for some Z-valued 0-cochain c. On Uj 17 U,, one has vj - cj = vk - ck so 
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define fE Cm(X) by flu,= v, - c,. On any U,eznff = e2n’(“+l)=ti, so 
&/27ciyl= #, that is, [pldeR = 0. 
Suppose [q ] E H’(X, Z). Let {#, ]j E J} be a partition of unity subordinate 
to the cover Y and let N denote the nerve of 9’. Define a 0-cochain v by 
vk = - &,,k)Ud,/,k for each k E J, the sum being locally finite. If 
x E U, n U, and 4,(x) # 0, then x E U, so (j, k) and G, I) EN, thus, the 
sums in both vk(x) and v,(x) range over the same index set 
J, = {j E J I+,@> Z 01. Hence, vk(x) - V,(X) = CE~x #ji(x)(‘lj, - qjk) = 
SE,* #,l(x) tlkl = vkl because 611 jk/ = tlkl- ‘tir + q{k = 0 and (4, ij E Jl is a 
partition of unity. Define w  E Cm(X) by &, = e =‘“t, then dt42wi~ maps to 
q and ?T is surjective. Q.E.D. 
Hence the equivalence classes are parametrized by 
(ii) If w  is exact k E C is arbitrary. By (5.8) different values of k give 
nonequivalent connections. For fixed k the equivalence classes of 
connections are again parametrized by H’(X, C)/H’(X, Z) so the 
equivalence classes of representations are parametrized by 
C x H’(X, C)/H’(X, 7). When X is simply connected and o is exact any 
line bundle carrying a prequantization representation is equivalent to the 
trivial bundle [ 11, Proposition 2.2.1, p. 1351. It follows that the equivalence 
classes of all prequantization representations on X are parametrized by Cc. 
Choosing a trivializing section J identifies Z(L) with C:(X) and each 
connection with a ,U E L!;(X) via V,(s) = 27ri(,u, C)J. Pick any real l-form ,U 
such that Q = cu. For each a E C the l-form ,u” = ap/2n defines a 
connection with curvature -aw/2rr. Applying (5.1) with k = -a/2n one 
obtains a prequantization representation aa such that 
(5.11) 
Any prequantization representation on X is equivalent to a aa. When a is 
real there is an invariant Hermitian structure (5.5) which [ 11, Lemma 1.9.1, 
p. 1601 may be taken as ordinary multiplication when sections are identified 
with functions, so the operators a”(J) are formally skew-Hermitian under 
the usual inner product. 
Any other representation a arises from a connection form 9 with curvature 
-aw/27r for some a E C so d(?,~ -puQ) = 0. As X is simply connected 
?j = p”” + (a/2n) d W for some WE C?(X) so 
W)*k=w.f)*~J= [I.L$l- iadf+ (4 rf) + I w,f)) 413. (5.12) 
Multiplication by e-law defines an automorphism of L which [ 11, Lemma 
1.10.1, p. 1151 pulls the connection form q back to pcIp. When both a and W 
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are real the a”,(J) are skew-Hermitian under the usual inner product and for 
fixed a they are all unitarily equivalent (under multiplication by emiaw); in 
particular any such is unitarily equivalent to a P with a real. 
(a) When X= IR*“, ,u =pi dq’, and L=XxC one has @,$)= 
-p@f/8p,). Setting H”(J) = iP (J) one recovers the original prequan- 
tization representations of van Hove [9, 12.1, p. 381. It follows that every 
self-adjoint representation (in the sense that [a(J), a(g)] = i~?( {f, g})) is 
unitarily equivalent to one of van Hove’s Ha. 
(b) To recover Streater’s classification [20, Sect. 31 let X be a simply 
connected open subset of IR2”. If one requires a;(l) = i it follows from 
(5.12) that a = -1; skew-Hermitianess implies W is real. From above, all 
such are unitarily equivalent. Setting ,u = f (pdq - qdp) and!= -ia;’ one 
recovers the operators in the form given by Streater [20; 32, p. 3651. 
(B) When X is compact the most general representation on L is of the 
form a(d) = V,* + Zni(k# + k’J($)). As k’ E Cc is arbitrary it follows, as 
above, that the equivalence classes of representations on L are parametrized 
by Cc x H’(X, @)/H’(X, Z). 
There are two reasons why the representations with k’ # 0 have not been 
found necessary to date: in applications to physics one would expect the 
assignment of operators to be local-the term Znik’J(#) is nonlocal. On the 
other hand Kostant [ 11, p. 871 states that representations of the form 
V,* + 2niQ suflice to prove the Borel-Weil theorem for compact Lie groups. 
The additional term does not appear these because when (X, o) is compact, 
the map r : & + 4 - J(() splits the exact sequence 
(the map is well-defined as J(# + c) =J(#) + c for any c E F?. It is a 
homomorphism because I<,, &] = rcrn,@, maps to (4, v) - J(($, v)) = 
(4, v} = {# -J($), v/ -J(y)). Recall from Lemma 2.6(i) J( (4, vi) = 0). 
DuMortier and Takens [6] have shown that splitting is in fact equivalent to 
compactness of X. It follows that any strongly symplectic action of a Lie 
group G [ 11, p. 1721 is automatically Hamiltonian 
For X E .Y the generating functions r(z) lie in N,(X, cc) as J(# - J($)) = 0 
so terms of the form 2nik’J(s(f)) vanish in the prequantization operators. 
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(c) Finally when constructing representations from coadjoint orbits of a 
Lie group G, only the Kostant-Souriau representations (k = 1, k’ = 0) are 
necessary: suppose one has an orbit 8, through fE .Y* and there is k E R 
such that k[w,,] is integral. Choosing L, V with cur-v V = kw,, one obtains, 
by (5. l), the representation XI+ Vehx, + 2nik(#s, - J(#sJ), for X E +!?’ 
(using the notation of [ 11, Sects. 5.2 5.3); the J(#xb) term is omitted in the 
non-compact case. Dilation by k defines a conformal symplectomorphism 
as k*wbw= kw, [k*w&,W, W’l) = w&,u,Vh 
, u&‘)) = (k;f, [Y, Xl> =kwxoxx), qQ’))I. I-hce the 
pull-back connection, ((l/k)* 0) on the pull-back bundle ((l/k)* L) has 
curvature (l/k)* (kw,,) = waW so by (5.1) one obtains the representation 
X %#I = ((l/k) * VLdx, + W&, - 44&l)- 
LEMMA 5.13. (l/k)* : r(L) 3 T((l/k)* L) defines an equivalence of 
representations of F. 
Proof. &Jx) - W/W* s> = Wk>* VL~x,(U/k)* s> + W$$, - 
J(&,NW/k)* 8) = U/k)* P m*oUw~d + 2~Wlk)* (~$MWk)* s) 
using the definition of (l/k)* V and noting that (l/k)* (k#s>I,= k+xF/L= 
one sees that a,JX) - ((l/k)* s) = (l/kj* (8,jX) . s). 
(kf, X) = 4: Jw so one also has J(k&) = J(&J. As (l/k), a&) =~og) 
. . . 
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